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Quantum flag manifolds as quotients of degenerate

quantized universal enveloping algebras

Kenny De Commer˚ Sergey Neshveyev:

Abstract

Let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra with fixed root system, and Uqpgq the quantization
of its universal enveloping algebra. Let S be a subset of the simple roots of g.
We show that the defining relations for Uqpgq can be slightly modified in such a
way that the resulting algebra Uqpg;Sq allows a homomorphism onto (an extension
of) the algebra PolpGq{KS,qq of functions on the quantum flag manifold Gq{KS,q

corresponding to S. Moreover, this homomorphism is equivariant with respect to
a natural adjoint action of Uqpgq on Uqpg;Sq and the standard action of Uqpgq on
PolpGq{KS,qq.

Keywords : Quantum universal enveloping algebras, quantum flag manifolds, compact
quantum groups
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Introduction

Let G be a semi-simple simply connected compact Lie group with Lie algebra g. As
was observed by Drinfel’d [5], see also [7], the Drinfel’d-Jimbo quantization Uqpgq of
the universal enveloping algebra Upgq can also be seen as a quantization of the function
algebra on the Poisson-Lie dual G˚ of G. In this way, Uqpgq and its collection of irreducible
representations can be interpreted as a quantization of G˚ and its collection of symplectic
leaves, an interpretation connected with Kirillov’s orbit method. In a similar spirit, a flag
manifold G{K, being identified with some coadjoint orbit in g˚, is sometimes viewed as
a limit of the irreducible quotients of Upgq when the dimension tends to infinity, an idea
made precise in [13, 16].
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In [6], see also [14], flag manifolds were considered with a Poisson structure obtained
from the associated dynamical r-matrix together with a character on the Lie algebra of
the stabilizer. In case this data satisfied a certain regularity condition, it was shown
(in the formal deformation setting) that the quantization of this flag manifold could be
constructed as a quotient by the kernel of a representation on a suitable generalized Verma
module.

We contribute to this circle of ideas by showing that the relations of Uqpgq can be modified
as to produce an algebra Uqpg;Sq which projects onto (an extension of) the algebra
PolpGq{KS,qq of functions on the quantum flag manifold Gq{KS,q associated with a set S
of simple roots. The algebras Uqpg;Sq are particular examples of algebras studied in [2].
They can be obtained by an appropriate rescaling of the generators of Uqpgq and sending
the parameters to 0. The key observation is that this rescaling is invariant with respect to
the natural adjoint action of Uqpgq on itself. This endows the limit algebra Uqpg;Sq with
a natural action of Uqpgq. It then suffices to define our homomorphism on the Cartan
subalgebra of the limit algebra, and to use equivariance to extend it to the whole algebra.

A part of our main theorem could be easily deduced from known results. Namely, in the
full flag manifold case a closely related isomorphism of Uqpb

˘q onto (a localization of) a
subalgebra of PolpGqq was constructed by De Concini and Procesi in [4, Section 2] (and a
similar, but different, isomorphism earlier in [3, Theorem 4.6]), see also [20, Theorem 3.7]
and [12, Theorem 17] for recent different proofs. Our proof is, however, independent of
these results, and in the full flag manifold case it is quite short anyways.

As we do not work in the formal deformation setting, and as our methods are more direct,
we make no precise connection with the work of [6]. The extension of our work to the
case of quantum homogeneous spaces coming from non-standard Poisson structures would
certainly be interesting, especially in connection with real structures [2], but will be left
for a future occasion.

The article consists of two sections. In the first section, we recall the structure and
representation theory of the quantized universal enveloping algebras Uqpgq and their duals,
the quantum function algebras PolpGqq. In the second section, we then derive our main
result. We construct particular elements in the algebra PolpGq{KS,qq, and show that they
display a Uqpgq-like behavior. Upon passing to a slightly larger version of PolpGq{KS,qq,
we show that the latter algebra can indeed be realized as a quotient of a degenerate version
of Uqpgq.

Acknowledgements : Work on this article was begun when the first author was affiliated
with the Laboratoire de mathématiques AGM of the University of Cergy-Pontoise. He
would like to thank its members for the pleasant and accommodating working environ-
ment.
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1 Preliminaries

We fix a complex semi-simple Lie algebra g of rank l, pick a fixed Cartan subalgebra h

and write the Cartan decomposition as g “ n´ ‘ h ‘ n`. We write b “ b` “ h ‘ n`,
and b´ “ n´ ‘ h. We label the set Φ` of simple positive roots by the set I “ t1, . . . , lu,
and write Φ` “ tαr | r P Iu. We denote by Q` its Z`-span, by Q its Z-span (the root
lattice) and by h˚

R
its R-span. We let p , q be any positive definite form on h˚

R
for which

A “ parsqr,sPI “ ppα_
r , αsqqr,sPI is the Cartan matrix of g, where α_ “ 2

pα,αq
α for α P Φ`.

We write Φ`
d “ tωr | r P Iu for the set of fundamental weights in h˚

R
, so pωr, α

_
s q “ δrs.

The Z`-span of Φ`
d is denoted P`, its Z-span P (the weight lattice).

We further fix a deformation parameter 0 ă q ă 1, and write qr “ q
pαr,αrq

2 for r P Φ`. We
remark that if in what follows we ignore the ˚-structure, our main result can be easily
extended to the case of complex q ‰ 0 such that qr are not roots of unity.

For m ě n ě 0, we write

„

m

n



r

“ qnpn´mq
r

n
ź

k“1

p1 ´ q2m´2k`2
r q

p1 ´ q2kr q
.

1.1 Quantized universal enveloping algebras

The following treatment of the algebraic structure of quantized universal enveloping
(QUE) algebras is mainly based on [9, Sections 2-4] (note that our q is their q2.)

Definition 1.1. We define Ũqpbq to be the universal unital algebra generated by elements
Er, r P I, as well as elements Lω, ω P P , such that for all r P I and ω, χ P P , we have

1) Lω is invertible and LχL
´1
ω “ Lχ´ω,

2) LωErL
´1
ω “ q

pω,αrq
2 Er.

There exists a unique Hopf algebra structure pŨqpbq,∆q on Ũqpbq such that ∆pLωq “
Lω b Lω and

∆pErq “ Er b Lαr
` L´1

αr
b Er.

The co-unit ε is determined by εpErq “ 0 for all r and εpLωq “ 1 for all ω, while the
antipode S satisfies SpLωq “ L´1

ω and SpErq “ ´qrEr.

As Ũqpbq is a Hopf algebra, it carries a right adjoint action

x✁ y “ Spyp1qqxyp2q,

where we have used the Sweedler notation ∆pxq “ xp1q b xp2q. In this way, Ũqpbq becomes

a right Ũqpbq-module algebra over itself.
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Definition 1.2. We define Uqpbq to be the quotient algebra of Ũqpbq by the relations

L´4ωs
✁ pEsE

1´ars
r q “ 0, for all r ‰ s. (1.1)

Lemma 1.3. Condition (1.1) is equivalent to the quantum Serre relations

1´ars
ÿ

k“0

p´1qk
„

1 ´ ars
k



r

Ek
rEsE

1´ars´k
r “ 0 for all r ‰ s,

and the coproduct on Ũqpbq descends to a Hopf algebra coproduct on Uqpbq.

Proof. See [9, Lemmas 4.5-4.9].

In the following, we will denote Uqpb
`q for Uqpbq with the above coproduct, and Uqpb

´q
for Uqpbq with the opposite coproduct. The generators of Uqpb

´q will then be written
tFr, L

1
ωu.

Definition 1.4. We define Uqpgq to be the unital algebra with the universal property that
it contains and is generated by Uqpb

`q and Uqpb
´q as subalgebras, and with L´1

ω “ L1
ω

and

rEr, Fss “ δrs
L2
αr

´ L´2
αr

qr ´ q´1
r

.

It is known that the homomorphisms of Uqpb
`q and Uqpb

´q into Uqpgq are faithful, see
e.g. [9, Lemma 4.8], [10, p. 170, Remark 6].

Finally, we define a Hopf ˚-algebra structure pUqpgq,∆q on Uqpgq such that ∆ coincides
with the above coproduct on Uqpb

`q and Uqpb
´q, and with the ˚-structure given by E˚

r “
Fr and L˚

ω “ Lω.

Remark 1.5. The above version of Uqpgq is sometimes referred to as the ‘simply connected
version’ of the QUE algebra, since the Cartan subalgebra is generated by the weight lattice
(cf. [1, Remark 4 following Definition-Proposition 9.1.1]). One can also work with the
root lattice in the above definition, in which case one obtains a smaller Hopf ˚-algebra
which we will denote by Ǔqpgq.

The antipode on Uqpgq is given by

SpLωq “ L´ω, SpErq “ ´qrEr, SpFrq “ ´q´1
r Fr.

A simple computation shows that if we let ρ “
ř

i ωi, then L´1
´4ρxL´4ρ “ S2pxq for all

x P Uqpgq.

It will also be convenient to use the unitary antipode, defined by Rpxq “ L´2ρSpxqL2ρ, so
R is an involutive ˚-anti-automorphism of Uqpgq such that

RpLωq “ L´ω, RpErq “ ´Er, RpFrq “ ´Fr.
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1.2 Representation theory of quantized enveloping algebras

We now recall basic facts about the representation theory of Uqpgq, see e.g. [1, Chapter 10].

By a type I representation of Uqpgq we will mean a unital ˚-representation of Uqpgq on a
finite-dimensional Hilbert space V such that the operators Lω are positive. For such a V ,
we say that ξ P V is a vector of weight λ if ξ is non-zero and Lωξ “ q

1

2
pω,λqξ for all ω. We

denote by V pλq the space of vectors of weight λ. If ξ is a weight vector, we will denote its
weight by wtpξq. Any type I representation is a direct sum of its weight subspaces V pλq.
The type I-representations of Uqpgq and Ǔqpgq coincide.

We denote by V̄ the complex conjugate Hilbert space equipped with the representation
defined by xξ̄ “ Rpx˚qξ, where R is the unitary antipode.

We say that ξ is a highest weight vector of weight λ if it is a vector of weight λ which is
annihilated by all Er. A type I representation is irreducible if and only if it is generated
by a highest weight vector. Moreover, λ appears as a highest weight for some irreducible
type I-representation if and only if λ P P`. If λ is a positive integral weight, we write
Vλ for the associated irreducible module. Then V̄λ – V´w0λ, where w0 is the longest
element in the Weyl group of g. We will once and for all choose unit norm highest weight
vectors hλ for each Vλ. Then h̄λ will be a lowest weight vector in V̄λ of weight ´λ.

Let
Uqpgq “

ź

ωPP`

BpVωq,

and consider Uqpgq Ď Uqpgq in the natural way. We can equip Uqpgq with a ‘coproduct’ ∆
into

Uqpgqb̂Uqpgq “
ź

ω,λPP`

pBpVωq b BpVλqq

such that its restriction to Uqpgq becomes the ordinary coproduct. It is clear that any
type I representation of Uqpgq can be extended uniquely to Uqpgq, and similarly tensor

products of type I-representations for Uqpgqbn can be extended uniquely to Uqpgqb̂n.

With our conventions, the universal R-matrix R is then an element of Uqpgqb̂Uqpgq,
uniquely determined by the conditions that R∆pxqR´1 “ ∆oppxq for all x P Uqpgq and

Rphλ b h̄µq “ q´pλ,µqphλ b h̄µq

on Vλ b V̄µ. An explicit formula for R can be found e.g. in [1, Theorem 8.3.9]. The only
thing we will need is that the R-matrix has the form R “ QR̃, where

Qpξ b ηq “ qpwtpξq,wtpηqqξ b η and R̃ “ 1 `
ÿ

rPI

q´1
r pqr ´ q´1

r qLαr
Er b L´αr

Fr ` . . . , (1.2)

and where the additional terms of R̃ map ξbη P V bV 1 into V pwtpξq`αqbV 1pwtpηq´αq
with α P Q`zpΦ` Y t0uq,.
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1.3 Quantized semi-simple compact Lie groups

We now turn to a Hopf algebra dual of Uqpgq, see e.g. [11, 15].

The unital ˚-algebra PolpGqq is defined as the subspace of Uqpgq˚ spanned by the linear
functionals of the form

Upξ, ηq : x ÞÑ xξ, xηy,

where ξ, η belong to a type I representation V of Uqpgq (clearly, we assume that Hermitian
scalar products are linear in the second variable). It is a Hopf ˚-algebra with the prod-
uct/coproduct dual to the coproduct/product of Uqpgq, and with the ˚-operation given by

ω˚pxq “ ωpSpxq˚q. Recalling that the module structure on V̄ is defined using the unitary
antipode, we can also write

Upξ, ηq˚ “ q´pρ,wtpξq´wtpηqqUpξ̄, η̄q. (1.3)

The symbol Gq should be seen as a quantization of the simply connected compact Lie
group integrating the compact form of g.

The ˚-algebra PolpGqq is a Uqpgq-bimodule ˚-algebra, by means of the module structures

x✄ Upξ, ηq ✁ y “ Upy˚ξ, xηq.

Lemma 1.6. Let Vi be type I representations, and ξi, ηi P Vi, i “ 1, 2. Then

Upξ1, η1qUpξ2, η2q “ U
`

R21pξ2 b ξ1q,R
´1pη2 b η1q

˘

“ U
`

R´1pξ2 b ξ1q,R21pη2 b η1q
˘

.

Proof. Straightforward from the fact that R and R´1
21 flip the coproduct, and the fact

that R˚ “ R21 (cf. [15, Example 2.6.4]).

The ˚-algebra PolpGqq has as well an interesting and tractable representation theory.
Consider first the case where g “ slp2,Cq, in which case we let I consist of the empty
symbol, and assume that pα, αq “ 2. We then write Gq “ SUqp2q. As usual, we label
weights by half-integers. Write h1{2 P V1{2 for the highest weight vector and h´1{2 “ Fh1{2.
Then the matrix

ˆ

a c

b d

˙

“

ˆ

Uph´1{2, h´1{2q Uph´1{2, h1{2q
Uph1{2, h´1{2q Uph1{2, h1{2q

˙

is unitary in PolpSUqp2qq b M2pCq, with c “ ´qb˚ and d “ a˚. Moreover, these relations
together with the unitarity of the above matrix provide universal relations for PolpSUqp2qq.
It is then easy to find all irreducible representations of PolpSUqp2qq. There is one family
of one-dimensional representations θz for z P T “ tw P C | |w| “ 1u, given by

θz

ˆ

a c

b d

˙

“

ˆ

z 0
0 z̄

˙

.
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Apart from this, there is only one other one-parameter family of irreducible representations
θ b θz , where θ is the representation of PolpSUqp2qq on l2pZ`q by the operators

aen “ p1 ´ q2nq1{2en´1, ben “ qnen.

Consider now a general PolpGqq. Then Uqpgq contains a copy of the Hopf ˚-algebra
Ǔqrpslp2,Cqq, generated by the elements Er, Fr and L˘1

αr
. It follows that one has a natural

Hopf ˚-algebra homomorphism

πr : PolpGqq Ñ PolpSUqrp2qq.

Denote by θr the composition of πr with the irreducible representation θ of PolpSUqrp2qq
on l2pZ`q. Let si denote the reflections around simple roots in h˚

R
, and let

w “ si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ silpwq

be a reduced expression for an element w in the Weyl group W of g, where lpwq is the
length of w. Then we can form the representation

θw “ pθi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b θilpwq
q∆plpwqq

on l2pZ`qblpwq. The equivalence class of this representation is independent of the presen-
tation of w. One, moreover, has a family of one-dimensional representations θz labeled
by z “ pz1, . . . , zlq P Tl and determined by

θzpUpξ, ηqq “ xξ, ηy
ź

kPI

z
pα_

k
,wtpηqq

k .

Then any irreducible representation of PolpGqq is equivalent to one of the form θw,z “
pθw b θzq∆ on the Hilbert space Hw,z “ ℓ2pZ`qblpwq, and these representations are all
mutually inequivalent.

Soibelman’s proof of these results [17, 11] is based on an analysis of operators Uphwλ, hλq,
where hwλ is a fixed unit vector in the one-dimensional space Vλpwλq. For our purposes
it will be more convenient to use the operators Uphλ, hw´1λq. In fact, in our conventions
these operators are more natural, since they are of norm one.

Proposition 1.7. Let w P W be an element of the Weyl group and λ P P`. Then

1) if η P Vλ is orthogonal to Uqpb
`qhw´1λ, then θwpUphλ, ηqq “ 0;

2) the operator θwpUphλ, hw´1λqq is diagonal with respect to the standard basis of Hw,

all its eigenvalues are nonzero and have modulus ď 1, and e
blpwq
0 is an eigenvector

with eigenvalue of modulus 1; furthermore, if λ is regular, then e
blpwq
0 is the only

eigenvector with eigenvalue of modulus 1.
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Proof. This is similar to the results in [17]. We will sketch a proof for the reader’s
convenience. The proof is by induction on lpwq. Assume the result is true for w and let’s
prove it for wsi such that lpwsiq ą lpwq. Take η P Vλ. Choose an orthonormal basis tξjuj
in Vλ such that each ξj either lies in or is orthogonal to Uqpb

`qhsiw´1λ. We have

θwsipUphλ, ηqq “
ÿ

j

θwpUphλ, ξjqq b θipUpξj , ηqq.

Since lpsiw
´1q ą lpw´1q, by [8, Lemma 4.4.3(v)] the Uqpb

`q-module Uqpb
`qhsiw´1λ con-

tains Uqpb
`qhw´1λ and is a Ǔqipslp2,Cqq-module. By the inductive assumption and the

definition of θi it follows that if the summand corresponding to an index j in the above
expression is nonzero, then ξj P Uqpb

`qhw´1λ Ď Uqpb
`qhsiw´1λ and η is not orthogonal

to Ǔqipslp2,Cqqξj Ď Uqpb
`qhsiw´1λ. This proves (1). By [8, Lemma 4.4.3(ii),(iii)] we also

have Eihw´1λ “ 0 and hw´1λ P CEm
i hsiw´1λ for m “ pw´1λ, α_

i q ě 0. From this we get

θwsipUphλ, hsiw´1λqq “ θwpUphλ, hw´1λqq b θipUphw´1λ, hsiw´1λqq

“ zθwpUphλ, hw´1λqq b θpbqm,

where z is a scalar factor of modulus 1 and b is the element Uph1{2, h´1{2q P PolpSUqip2qq.
Using induction this allows one to explicitly compute θwsipUphλ, hsiw´1λqq and prove (2).

Corollary 1.8. Assume w P W and λ P P`. Then for all weight vectors ξ, η in a type I

Uqpgq-module V we have

Upξ, ηqUphλ, hw´1λq “ q´pλ,wtpξq´wwtpηqqUphλ, hw´1λqUpξ, ηq mod ker θw,

Upξ, ηq˚Uphλ, hw´1λq “ qpλ,wtpξq´wwtpηqqUphλ, hw´1λqUpξ, ηq˚ mod ker θw.

Proof. The first identity follows from Lemma 1.6, since by (1.2) we have R´1phλ b ξq “
q´pλ,wtpξqqhλ b ξ, while R21phw´1λ b ηq is equal to qpλ,wwtpηqqhw´1λ b η plus vectors in
Vλpw´1λ ´ αq b V pwtpηq ` αq for α P Q`zt0u, which produce matrix elements in the
kernel of θw. The second equality follows from the first one by recalling that by (1.3) the
element Upξ, ηq˚ coincides with Upξ̄, η̄q up to a scalar factor.

1.4 Quantum subgroups of quantized semi-simple compact Lie

groups

Let S Ď Φ` be an arbitrary subset. Write UqpkSq for the Hopf ˚-subalgebra of Uqpgq
generated by all Lω and all Er, Fr with r P S.

Write PolpKS,qq Ď UqpkSq˚ for the resulting quotient of PolpGqq, with quotient map πS .
We write

PolpGq{KS,qq “ tx P PolpGqq | pidbπSq∆pxq “ x b 1u,
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and call Gq{KS,q the associated quantum homogeneous space, or more specifically the
quantum flag manifold associated to S. If S “ H, we call Gq{T

l the full quantum flag

manifold of Gq. For general S, the algebra PolpGq{KS,qq is a left coideal, in that

∆pPolpGq{KS,qqq Ď PolpGqq b PolpGq{KS,qq.

2 Commutation relations in PolpGq{KS,qq

In the following we fix S Ď Φ`. Whenever convenient, we will drop the S from the
notation.

2.1 An algebra of functions on the quantum big Schubert cell

Denote by WS the subgroup of the Weyl group generated by the simple reflections si
corresponding to αi P S. Let w be the shortest element in w0WS , where w0 denotes
the longest element in W . It is known that θw is an irreducible faithful representation
of PolpGq{KS,qq [18, Theorem 5.9]. Because of this we will drop the notation θw when
applied to elements of PolpGq{KS,qq whenever it is convenient.

Definition 2.1. For λ P P` define k´4λ P PolpGq{KS,qq as the unique element such that

k´4λ “ Uphλ, hw´1λq˚Uphλ, hw´1λq mod ker θw.

Of course, we have to check that such elements exist. First of all, by (1.3) we have

Uphλ, hw´1λq˚Uphλ, hw´1λq “ q´pρ,λ´w´1λqUph̄λ b hλ, h̄w´1λ b hw´1λq

“ q´pρ´wρ,λqUph̄λ b hλ, h̄w´1λ b hw´1λq.

Now, consider the lowest weight UqpkSq-module V “ UqpkSqhw0λ Ď Vλ. Let wS,0 be the
longest element in WS . Then wS,0w

´1λ “ w0λ, so the highest weight of the UqpkSq-
module V is w´1λ. Hence hw´1λ is a highest weight vector of this module. The UqpkSq-
module V̄ bV contains a UqpkSq-invariant vector vλ ‰ 0, unique up to a scalar factor. We
normalize this vector vλ so that xvλ, h̄w´1λ b hw´1λy “ 1. Since V contains only vectors of
weights not larger than w´1λ, and the vector vλ is of weight zero, we have

vλ “ h̄w´1λ b hw´1λ mod
ÿ

αPQ`zt0u

Vλpw´1λ ´ αq b Vλpw´1λ ´ αq. (2.1)

By Proposition 1.7(1) we conclude that

Uph̄λ b hλ, h̄w´1λ b hw´1λq “ Uph̄λ b hλ, vλq mod ker θw.

Therefore
k´4λ “ q´pρ´wρ,λqUph̄λ b hλ, vλq. (2.2)

9



Remark 2.2. A byproduct of this argument is that, up to a normalization, k´4λ is equal
to

pS ✄ pUphλ, hw0λq˚Uphλ, hw0λqq,

where pS P Uqpgq is the element acting as the orthogonal projection onto the space of
UqpkSq-invariant vectors.

For some weights λ P P` the vector hw´1λ is already of lowest weight in Vλ, so that vλ “
h̄w´1λ b hw´1λ. Namely, this happens if and only if w´1λ is fixed by WS , or equivalently,
w0λ is fixed by WS . To describe a class of such weights, define an involution on P by

λ̄ “ ´w0λ. (2.3)

Denote by P pScq the subgroup of P generated by the fundamental weights ωr correspond-
ing to αr P Sc “ Φ`zS, and put P`pScq “ P pScq X P`. Then all weights in P pScq are
fixed by WS . Therefore

k´4λ “ Uphλ, hw´1λq˚Uphλ, hw´1λq “ Uphλ, hw0λq˚Uphλ, hw0λq if λ̄ P P`pScq.

The elements Uphλ, hw0λq˚Uphλ, hw0λq with λ̄ P P pScq are known to generate PolpGq{KS,qq
as a right Uqpgq-module [19, Theorem 2.5]. We thus get the following.

Proposition 2.3. The elements k´4λ, λ̄ P P`pScq, generate PolpGq{KS,qq as a right

Uqpgq-module.

Let us now establish some basic commutation relations for the elements k´4λ.

Lemma 2.4. We have:

1) k´4λk´4µ “ k´4pλ`µq for all λ, µ P P`;

2) if ξ is a weight vector in a type I Uqpgq-module V and η P V is a UqpkSq-invariant
vector, then

k´4λUpξ, ηq “ q2pλ,wtpξqqUpξ, ηqk´4λ.

Proof. Part (1) follows from the proof of Proposition 1.7(2). Alternatively, this follows
from the corresponding result for the elements Uphλ, hw´1λq˚Uphλ, hw´1λq, which in turn
can be proved analogously to (or deduced from) [8, 9.1.10].

Part (2) follows from Corollary 1.8, since η is necessarily of weight zero and Upξ, ηq P
PolpGq{KS,qq.

For λ P P` put k´λ “ k
1{4
´4λ P CpGq{KS,qq, where CpGq{KS,qq denotes the universal

C˚-envelope of PolpGqq.
1 In view of part (1) of the above lemma this definition is

unambiguous. We can then consider the ˚-algebra obtained by adjoining to PolpGq{KS,qq

1Although the necessity of taking fourth roots is a peculiarity of our conventions, any choice of
convention would at least require taking of square roots.
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the elements k´λ and their (formal) inverses kλ. By multiplicativity, we can extend the
definition of kλ to all λ P P .

To obtain a concrete realization of this algebra, let VS Ď Hw “ ℓ2pZ`qblpwq be the
algebraic subspace spanned by the standard basis of the Hilbert space ℓ2pZ`qblpwq, or
equivalently and more canonically, by the joint eigenvectors of the operators θwpk´4λq for
λ P P`. Then we may identify PolpGq{KS,qq with a subalgebra of EndpVSq by means
of θw. The operators kλ, λ P P , are well-defined and invertible on VS , so we can make the
following definition.

Definition 2.5. We denote by PolpGq{KS,qqext the subalgebra of EndpVSq generated by
PolpGq{KS,qq and the self-adjoint operators kλ, λ P P .

The ˚-algebra PolpGq{KS,qqext can be thought of as an algebra of functions on the big
Schubert cell of Gq{KS,q, considered as a real manifold.

As we will see later, the following elements together with kλ, λ P P , form generators of
PolpGq{KS,qqext.

Definition 2.6. For r P I, we define

x`
r “ pq´1

r ´ qrq
´1pk´4ωr

✁ Erqk4ωr´αr
P PolpGq{KS,qqext,

and then define x´
r “ px`

r q˚.

To get an explicit expression, for λ P P` we compute:

k´4λ ✁Er “ q´pρ´wρ,λqUph̄λ b hλ, vλq ✁Er

“ q´pρ´wρ,λqUpFrph̄λ b hλq, vλq

“ q´pρ´wρ,λq`pαr ,λq{2Uph̄λ b Frhλ, vλq.

By Proposition 1.7(1) we therefore get

k´4λ ✁Er “ q´pρ´wρ,λq`pαr ,λq{2Uph̄λ b Frhλ, h̄w´1λ b hw´1λq mod ker θw

“ qpα_
r ,λq{2

r Uphλ, hw´1λq˚UpFrhλ, hw´1λq mod ker θw.

Thus, letting λ “ ωr, we get

x`
r “ q1{2

r pq´1
r ´ qrq

´1θwpUphωr
, hw´1ωr

q˚UpFrhωr
, hw´1ωr

qqk4ωr´αr
. (2.4)

2.2 Degenerate quantized universal enveloping algebra

Put εr “ 1 if ᾱr P S and εr “ 0 if ᾱr R S (cf. (2.3)).

Definition 2.7. Denote by Uqpg;Sq the unital algebra with the universal property that
it contains and is generated by Uqpb

`q and Uqpb
´q as subalgebras, and with L´1

ω “ L1
ω

and

rEr, Fss “ δrs
εrL

2
αr

´ L´2
αr

qr ´ q´1
r

.
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The algebra Uqpg;Sq is a particular example of algebras studied in [2]. It can be seen as
a degeneration of Uqpgq. Indeed, let b : P Ñ R

˚
` be a (multiplicative) character on the

weight lattice. Then upon writing E 1
r “ bαr

Er, F
1
r “ bαr

Fr and L1
β “ b´1

β Lβ in Uqpgq, we
see that

rE 1
r, F

1
rs “

b4αr
L12
α1
r

´ L1´2
αr

qr ´ q´1
r

,

while the other commutation relations remain unchanged. Letting the appropriate bαr

tend to zero, we obtain the commutation relations for Uqpg;Sq.

Note that the above rescaling is invariant with respect to the adjoint action ✁. It follows
that there is a limit action of Uqpgq on Uqpg;Sq, see [2]. Namely, this action is characterized
by the property that if x P Uqpg;Sq and y P Uqpb

˘q Ď Uqpgq, then x✁ y “ Spyp1qqxyp2q.

We can now formulate our main result.

Theorem 2.8. There is a surjective unital ˚-homomorphism

Ψ: Uqpg;Sq Ñ PolpGq{KS,qqext

such that ΨpLωq “ kω, ΨpErq “ x`
r and ΨpFrq “ x´

r for all ω P P and r P I. This

homomorphism has the following properties:

1) the right action of Uqpgq on PolpGq{KS,qq extends uniquely to an action on the

algebra PolpGq{KS,qqext such that the homomorphism Ψ becomes Uqpgq-equivariant;

2) the subalgebra Uqpg;Sqfin Ď Uqpg;Sq of locally finite vectors with respect to the action

of Uqpgq is mapped onto PolpGq{KS,qq.

To put this differently, if we denote by VS the unique irreducible highest weight Uqpg;Sq-
module with highest weight 0 (see [2]), then the image of Uqpg;Sqfin in EndpVSq is Uqpgq-
equivariantly isomorphic to PolpGq{KS,qq.

2.3 Proof of the theorem

We will prove the theorem in a series of steps. It will be convenient to use the following
definition.

Definition 2.9. We say that an operator a P EndpVSq is of weight ω if kλak´λ “ qpλ,ωq{2a

for all λ P P .

Then an equivalent formulation of Lemma 2.4(2) is that if a P PolpGq{KS,qq is such that
a✁ Lλ “ q´pλ,ωq{2a for all λ P P , then a is of weight ω.

Lemma 2.10. For all a P PolpGq{KS,qq, we have

a✁ Er “ ´qrx
`
r akαr

` kαr
ax`

r . (2.5)
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Similarly,

a✁ Fr “ ´q´1
r x´

r akαr
` kαr

ax´
r . (2.6)

Proof. As px✁yq˚ “ x˚
✁Spyq˚ for all y P Uqpgq, and as the elements kαr

are self-adjoint,
it is sufficient to prove (2.5).

Let a P PolpGq{KS,qq be such that a✁Lλ “ q´pλ,ωq{2a for all λ P P , so that a is of weight ω.
Then a✁Er is of weight ω`αr. In particular, x`

r is of weight αr. Recalling the definition
of x`

r we conclude, upon multiplying by k´4ωr
on the right, that (2.5) is equivalent to

´q
1

2
p4ωr´αr ,ωqpk´4ωr

✁Erqa ` q
1

2
pαr ,ωqapk´4ωr

✁Erq “ pq´2
r ´ 1qpa✁Erqk´4ωr

.

But this identity follows from pk´4ωr
a ´ q´2pωr ,ωqak´4ωr

q ✁ Er “ 0 using that pbcq ✁ x “
pb✁ xp1qqpc✁ xp2qq.

Lemma 2.11. There is a unital homomorphism

Ψ: Uqpbq Ñ PolpGq{KS,qqext

such that ΨpLωq “ kω and ΨpErq “ x`
r for all ω P P and r P I.

Proof. Since x`
r is of weight αr, it is clear that Ψ is well-defined as a homomorphism

of Ũqpbq. It follows that we can define a right action of Ũqpbq on PolpGq{KS,qqext by

x đ y “ ΨpSpyp1qqqxΨpyp2qq.

Write π : Ũqpbq Ñ Uqpbq for the quotient map. From Lemma 2.10 we easily infer that

x✁ πpyq “ x đ y

for x P PolpGq{KS,qq and y P tLω, Eru Ď Ũqpbq. It then follows that this identity holds
for arbitrary y. In particular, by definition (2.2) of k´4ωs

we have that for r ‰ s, up to
scalar factors,

ΨpL´4ωs
✁ EsE

1´ars
r q “ k´4ωs

✁ EsE
1´ars
r

“ U
`

F 1´ars
r Fsph̄ωs

b hωs
q, vωs

˘

.

But F 1´ars
r Fsph̄ωs

b hωs
q is a multiple of h̄ωs

b pF 1´ars
r Fshωs

q. As Frhωs
“ 0, we have

F 1´ars
r Fshωs

“ p´1q1´ars

1´ars
ÿ

k“0

p´1qk
„

1 ´ ars
k



r

F k
r FsF

1´ars´k
r hωs

“ 0.

Hence Ψ preserves the Serre relations and descends to Uqpbq.

Since x´
r “ px`

r q˚, this also gives the following.
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Corollary 2.12. There is a unital homomorphism

Ψ: Uqpb
´q Ñ PolpGq{KS,qqext

such that ΨpL1
ωq “ k´ω and ΨpFrq “ x´

r .

To show that Ψ: Uqpb
˘q Ñ PolpGq{KS,qqext defines a homomorphism of Uqpg;Sq it remains

to find the commutation relations between the elements x`
r and x´

s .

Lemma 2.13. For r ‰ s, we have rx`
r , x

´
s s “ 0.

Proof. For r ‰ s, since Esph̄ωr
b hωr

q “ 0, we have k´4ωr
✁ Fs “ 0. Hence

pk´4ωr
✁ Erq ✁ Fs “ k´4ωr

✁ pFsErq “ 0.

Writing out the left hand side by means of the definition of x`
r and Lemma 2.10, we arrive

at the commutation of x`
r with x´

s .

The case r “ s is more complicated. We start with the following.

Lemma 2.14. The element

k´2
αr

rx`
r , x

´
r s ` pqr ´ q´1

r q´1k´4
αr

(2.7)

is central in PolpGq{KS,qqext.

Proof. Take x P PolpGq{KS,qq. Then

px✁ Erq ✁ Fr ´ px✁ Frq ✁ Er “ x✁

ˆ

L2
αr

´ L´2
αr

qr ´ q´1
r

˙

.

Writing this out using Lemma 2.10 and the known commutations between the elements
kω and x`

r and x´
r , we obtain that (2.7) commutes with all x P PolpGq{KS,qq. As (2.7)

clearly commutes with all kω, we have in fact that (2.7) is central in PolpGq{KS,qqext.

Corollary 2.15. There exist εr P R such that

rx`
r , x

´
r s “

εrk
2
αr

´ k´2
αr

qr ´ q´1
r

.

Proof. Write
z “ k´8ωr`4αr

pk´2
αr

rx`
r , x

´
r s ` pqr ´ q´1

r q´1k´4
αr

q.

Then z P PolpGq{KS,qq, and by Lemma 2.14, we have

zxk´8ωr`4αr
“ k´8ωr`4αr

xz

for all x P PolpGq{KS,qq. Note also that k´8ωr`4αr
P PolpGq{KS,qq. As θw is an irreducible

representation of PolpGq{KS,qq, we deduce that z is a scalar multiple of k´8ωr`4αr
. This

implies that there exist εr P C as in the statement of the corollary. As the left hand side
is clearly self-adjoint, it follows that εr P R.
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It remains to show that εr “ 1 if ᾱr P S and εr “ 0 if ᾱr R S.

Before turning to the proof, let us rewrite Corollary 2.15. By (2.4) we have

rx`
r , x

´
r s “ qrpq

´1
r ´ qrq

´2pAr ´ Brq,

where

Ar “ θwpUphωr
, hw´1ωr

q˚UpFrhωr
, hw´1ωr

qqk8ωr´2αr

ˆθwpUpFrhωr
, hw´1ωr

q˚Uphωr
, hw´1ωr

qq,

Br “ k4ωr´αr
θwpUpFrhωr

, hw´1ωr
q˚Uphωr

, hw´1ωr
q

ˆUphωr
, hw´1ωr

q˚UpFrhωr
, hw´1ωr

qqk4ωr´αr
.

By Corollary 1.8, for any m ě 0, the operator θwpUpFm
r hλ, hw´1λqq is of weight mαr.

Furthermore, by the same corollary we know that the operators θwpUphλ, hw´1λqq and
θwpUphλ, hw´1λq˚q for λ P P` behave as k´2λ with respect to commutation relations with
θwpUpFm

r hλ, hw´1λqq (in fact, they even coincide with k´2λ up to phase factors by the
proof of Proposition 1.7(2)). Using this we get

rx`
r , x

´
r s “ q´1

r pq´1
r ´ qrq

´2
“

θwpUpFrhωr
, hw´1ωr

qUpFrhωr
, hw´1ωr

q˚q

´ θwpUpFrhωr
, hw´1ωr

q˚UpFrhωr
, hw´1ωr

qq
‰

k4ωr´2αr
.

By (1.3) we also have

UpFrhωr
, hw´1ωr

q˚ “ qrq
´pρ,ωr´w´1ωrqUpFrhωr

, h̄w´1ωr
q.

Thus Corollary 2.15 reads as

q´pρ,ωr´w´1ωrqpqr ´ q´1
r q´1θw

“

UpFrhωr
b Frhωr

, hw´1ωr
b h̄w´1ωr

q

´ UpFrhωr
b Frhωr

, h̄w´1ωr
b hw´1ωr

q
‰

“ εrk´4ωr`4αr
´ k´4ωr

. (2.8)

We now apply Lemma 1.6(1) to the first summand on the left hand side. Using properties
(1.2) of the R-matrix and the identities

ErFrhωr
“ hωr

, FrFrhωr
“ ´ErFrhωr

“ ´h̄ωr
,

we get

R21pFrhωr
b Frhωr

q “ q´pωr ,ωrqFrhωr
b Frhωr

´ q´pωr ,ωrqpqr ´ q´1
r qh̄ωr

b hωr

and
R´1ph̄w´1ωr

b hw´1ωr
q “ qpωr,ωrqR̃´1ph̄w´1ωr

b hw´1ωr
q.

Therefore (2.8) becomes

q´pρ,ωr´w´1ωrqpqr ´ q´1
r q´1θwpUpFrhωr

b Frhωr
, pR̃´1 ´ 1qph̄w´1ωr

b hw´1ωr
qqq

´ q´pρ,ωr´w´1ωrqθwpUph̄ωr
b hωr

, R̃´1ph̄w´1ωr
b hw´1ωr

qqq “ εrk´4ωr`4αr
´ k´4ωr

.
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In view of Proposition 1.7(1) the second term on the left hand side is exactly ´k´4ωr
.

Thus we finally get that

q´pρ,ωr´w´1ωrqpqr ´ q´1
r q´1θwpUpFrhωr

b Frhωr
, pR̃´1 ´ 1qph̄w´1ωr

b hw´1ωr
qqq

“ εrk´4ωr`4αr
. (2.9)

Lemma 2.16. With εr as in Corollary 2.15, we have εr “ 1 if ᾱr P S and εr “ 0 if

ᾱr R S.

Proof. Define an involution on I by αr̄ “ ᾱr.

Assume ᾱr R S. In this case the equality εr “ 0 follows immediately from (2.9), since
ω̄r “ ωr̄ P P pScq and so w´1ωr is already the lowest weight of Vωr

, whence

pR̃´1 ´ 1qph̄w´1ωr
b hw´1ωr

q “ 0.

Turning to the case ᾱr P S, assume first that S “ tᾱru. Then w “ w0sr̄ “ srw0 and
w´1ωr “ sr̄w0ωr “ ´sr̄ωr̄ “ ´ωr̄ ` αr̄. In particular, up to a phase factor, hw´1ωr

equals
Er̄hw0ωr

. It follows that

pR̃´1 ´ 1qph̄w´1ωr
b hw´1ωr

q “ pqr̄ ´ q´1
r̄ qh̄w0ωr

b hw0ωr
.

Then, since Frhωr
coincides with hsrωr

up to a phase factor, (2.9) becomes

θsrw0
pUphsrωr

, hw0ωr
q˚Uphsrωr

, hw0ωr
qq “ εrk´4ωr`4αr

.

By results of [17] (we used similar arguments in the proof of Proposition 1.7(2)), the
operator on the left hand side can be explicitly computed. In particular, we know that
e

bplpw0q´1q
0 is an eigenvector of this operator with eigenvalue 1. But the same is true for
the operator k´4ωr`4αr

. Hence εr “ 1.

Consider now the case of an arbitrary S containing ᾱr. Denote by vw the vector e
blpwq
0 P

Hw. Since x`
r is of weight αr, so that k´λx

`
r “ q´pλ,αrq{2x`

r k´λ, and vw is an eigenvector
of k´λ with the largest eigenvalue 1 for λ P P`, we have x`

r vw “ 0. This together with
Corollary 2.15 implies that the equality εr “ 1 is equivalent to x´

r vw “ 0, which by (2.4)
is, in turn, equivalent to

θwpUpFrhωr
, hw´1ωr

qq˚vw “ 0. (2.10)

We want to show that this follows from the case S “ tᾱru considered above, which implies
that

θsrw0
pUpFrhωr

, hsr̄w0ωr
qq˚vsrw0

“ 0. (2.11)

Recall that wS,0 denotes the longest element in WS . Put u “ wS,0sr̄, so that srw0 “ wu

and lpsrw0q “ lpwq ` lpuq. Choosing an orthonormal basis tξjuj in Vωr
, we have

θsrw0
pUpFrhωr

, hsr̄w0ωr
qq˚vsrw0

“
ÿ

j

θwpUpFrhωr
, ξjqq˚vw b θupUpξj, hsr̄w0ωr

qq˚vu.
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Therefore in order to deduce (2.10) from (2.11) it suffices to show that

pθupUphw´1ωr
, hsr̄w0ωr

qq˚vu, vuq ‰ 0

and pθupUpξ, hsr̄w0ωr
qq˚vu, vuq “ 0 for ξ orthogonal to hw´1ωr

. As we already discussed
after Definition 2.1, the vector hw´1ωr

is a highest weight vector of the UqpkSq-module V “
UqpkSqhw0ωr

. Since we also have hsr̄w0ωr
P V and θu is defined using the homomorphism

PolpGqq Ñ PolpKS,qq, we thus see that the problem at hand is entirely about KS,q. So
without loss of generality we may assume that S “ Φ` (of course, our original problem
of computing εr is trivial in this case).

Thus we have to show that pθw0sr̄pUphωr
, hsr̄w0ωr

qq˚vw0sr̄ , vw0sr̄q ‰ 0 and

pθω0sr̄pUpξ, hsr̄w0ωr
qq˚vω0sr̄ , vω0sr̄q “ 0

for ξ orthogonal to hωr
. The first claim follows from Proposition 1.7(2). For the second,

consider a weight vector ξ P Vωr
with wtpξq ‰ ωr. Then by Corollary 1.8 the operator

θω0sr̄pUpξ, hsr̄w0ωr
qq˚ is of weight wtpξq ´ ωr ‰ 0 with respect to the operators kλ defined

for S “ tαr̄u. Hence θω0sr̄pUpξ, hsr̄w0ωr
qq˚ maps any joint eigenvector of kλ, λ P P , into

an orthogonal vector. This proves the second claim.

This lemma finishes the proof of the existence of a unital homomorphism

Ψ: Uqpg;Sq Ñ PolpGq{KS,qqext

such that ΨpLωq “ kω, ΨpErq “ x`
r , ΨpFrq “ x´

r . Clearly, this homomorphism is ˚-
preserving.

Lemma 2.10 and the relations in Uqpg;Sq imply that the right action of Uqpgq on the
algebra PolpGq{KS,qq extends to an action on PolpGq{KS,qqext defined by

a✁ Lω “ k´ωakω, a✁ Er “ ´qrx
`
r akαr

` kαr
ax`

r , a✁ Fr “ ´q´1
r x´

r akαr
` kαr

ax´
r .

In fact, this is basically the content of Lemmas 2.11–2.14. With respect to this action the
homomorphism Ψ: Uqpg;Sq Ñ PolpGq{KS,qqext becomes Uqpgq-equivariant.

By [2, Proposition 3.2] the subalgebra Uqpg;Sqfin Ď Uqpg;Sq is generated by the elements
L´4λ, λ P P`, as a right Uqpgq-module. Since by Proposition 2.3 the elements k´4λ gener-
ate PolpGq{KS,qq as a right Uqpgq-module, it follows that ΨpUqpg;Sqfinq “ PolpGq{KS,qq.
Since PolpGq{KS,qqext is generated by PolpGq{KS,qq and the elements kω, ω P P , we finally
conclude that Ψ: Uqpg;Sq Ñ PolpGq{KS,qqext is surjective. This completes the proof of
Theorem 2.8.
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